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Ž . Ž .For each commutative ring R we associate a simple graph G R . We investi-
gate the interplay between the ring-theoretic properties of R and the graph-theo-
Ž .retic properties of G R . Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . Ž .Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and let Z R be its set of
Ž . Ž .zero-divisors. We associate a simple graph G R to R with vertices
Ž . Ž .  4Z R * s Z R y 0 , the set of nonzero zero-divisors of R, and for dis-
Ž .tinct x, y g Z R *, the vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if xy s 0.
Ž .Thus G R is the empty graph if and only if R is an integral domain.
The main object of this paper is to study the interplay of ring-theoretic
Ž .properties of R with graph-theoretic properties of G R . This study helps
Ž . Ž .illuminate the structure of Z R . For x, y g Z R , define x ; y if xy s 0
or x s y. The relation ; is always reflexive and symmetric, but is usually
Ž .not transitive. The zero-divisor graph G R measures this lack of transitiv-
Ž .ity in the sense that ; is transitive if and only if G R is complete.
The idea of a zero-divisor graph of a commutative ring was introduced
w xby I. Beck in 2 , where he was mainly interested in colorings. This
investigation of colorings of a commutative ring was then continued by D.
w xD. Anderson and M. Naseer in 1 . Their definition was slightly different
than ours; they let all elements of R be vertices and had distinct x and y
adjacent if and only if xy s 0. We will denote their zero-divisor graph of R
Ž . Ž .by G R . In G R , the vertex 0 is adjacent to every other vertex, but0 0
Ž . Ž .non-zero-divisors are adjacent only to 0. Note that G R is a induced
Ž . Ž . Ž .subgraph of G R . Our results for G R have natural analogs to G R ;0 0
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however, we feel that our definition better illustrates the zero-divisor
structure of R.
Ž .In Section 2, we give many examples, we show that G R is always
Ž Ž .. Ž .connected with diam G R F 3, and we determine when G R is a com-
plete graph or a star graph. A key step is characterizing when a vertex is
adjacent to every other vertex. In the third section, we study the automor-
Ž .phism group of G R .
We will include basic definitions from graph theory as needed. Basic
w xreferences for graph theory are 4, 5, 8 ; for commutative ring theory, see
w x Ž .2, 9, 12 . All rings R are commutative with 1 / 0 , and for A ; R, we let
 4A* s A y 0 . As usual, the rings of integers and integers modulo n will be
denoted by Z and Z , respectively, and F will be the finite field with qn q
Ž .elements. To avoid trivialities when G R is empty, we will implicitly
assume when necessary that R is not an integral domain.
Ž .2. PROPERTIES OF G R
Ž .In this section, we show that G R is always connected and has small
diameter and girth, and we determine which complete graphs and star
Ž .graphs may be realized as G R . We start with some examples which
Ž .motivate later results also see Examples 2.11 and 2.14 . Easy details
Ž .including labeling the vertices are left to the reader.
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.1. a Below are the zero-divisor graphs for several rings.
Note that these examples show that nonisomorphic rings may have the
same zero-divisor graph and that the zero-divisor graph does not detect
nilpotent elements.
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Ž . Ž .b By part a above, all connected graphs with less than four
Ž .vertices may be realized as G R . Of the eleven graphs with four vertices,
only six are connected. Of these six, only the following three graphs may
Ž .be realized as G R .
 4We next sketch a proof that the graph G with vertices a, b, c, d and
Ž .edges a y b, b y c, c y d cannot be realized as G R . Suppose that there
Ž .  4is a ring R with Z R s 0, a, b, c, d and only the above zero-divisor
Ž . Ž .relations. Then a q c g Z R since a q c b s 0. Hence a q c must be
either 0, a, b, c, or d. A simple check yields a q c s b as the only
possibility. Similarly, b q d s c. Hence b s a q c s a q b q d; so a q d
Ž .s 0. Thus bd s b ya s 0, a contradiction. The proofs for the other two
nonrealizable connected graphs on four vertices are similar.
Ž . Ž .c We have seen above that G R can be a triangle or a square. But,
Ž . ŽG R cannot be an n-gon for any n G 5. The proof is similar to that in
Ž . w xpart b above; see 11, Proposition 17 for details. This also follows directly
.from Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. However, for each n G 3, there is
w xa zero-divisor graph with an n-cycle. Let R s Z X , . . . , X rI sn 2 1 n
w x Ž 2 2 .Z x , . . . , x , where I s X , . . . , X , X X , X X , . . . , X X . Then2 1 n 1 n 1 2 2 3 n 1
Ž .G R is finite and has a cycle of length n, namely, x y x y ??? yx y x .n 1 2 n 1
Ž .d Let A and B be integral domains and let R s A = B. Then
Ž . Ž Ž .G R is a complete bipartite graph i.e., G R may be partitioned into two
Ž . < 4 Ž . < 4disjoint vertex sets V s a, 0 a g A* and V s 0, b b g B* and two1 2
.vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if they are in distinct vertex sets
< Ž . < < < < <with G R s A q B y 2. The complete bipartite graph with vertex sets
having m and n elements, respectively, will be denoted by K m , n. A
complete bipartite graph of the form K 1, n is called a star graph. If
Ž . < Ž . < < < ŽA s Z , then G R is a star graph with G R s B . For example, G F =2 p
. py1, qy1 Ž . 1, qy1F s K and G Z = F s K . We give two specific examples.q 2 q
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Ž . ŽOf course, G R may be infinite i.e., a ring may have an infinite number
. Ž .of zero-divisors . But G R is probably of most interest when it is finite, for
Ž .then one can draw G R . We will state most results in as general a setting
as possible, and then often specialize to the finite case. We next show that
Ž . Ž Ž . .G R is finite except for the trivial case when G R is empty only when R
is itself finite. Thus we will often restrict to the case where R is a finite
ring. Recall that if R is finite, then each element of R is either a unit or a
zero-divisor, each prime ideal of R is an annihilator ideal, and each
nonunit of R is nilpotent if and only if R is local. Moreover, if R is a finite
local ring with maximal ideal M, then char R s pn for some prime p and
Ž Ž .. < Ž . < minteger n G 1. Hence M s Z R is a p-group, so G R s p y 1 for
Ž .some integer m G 0. The essence of our first result is that Z R is finite if
Žand only if either R is finite or an integral domain this result, with a
< < < Ž . < 2 < Ž . <different proof, and the fact that R F Z R when 2 F Z R - ‘ are
w x w x w xdue to N. Ganesan 6, Theorem 1 ; see 7 and 10 for noncommutative
.analogs .
Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a commutati¤e ring. Then G R is finite if and
< Ž . <only if either R is finite or an integral domain. In particular, if 1 F G R - ‘,
then R is finite and not a field.
Ž . Ž Ž . .Proof. Suppose that G R s Z R * is finite and nonempty. Then
Ž . Ž .there are nonzero x, y g R with xy s 0. Let I s ann x . Then I ; Z R
is finite and ry g I for all r g R. If R is infinite, then there is an i g I
 < 4 Ž . Ž .with J s r g R ry s i infinite. For any r, s g J, r y s y s 0, so ann y
Ž .; Z R is infinite, a contradiction. Thus R must be finite.
Recall that a graph G is connected if there is a path between any two
Ž .distinct vertices. For distinct vertices x and y of G, let d x, y be the
Ž Ž .length of the shortest path from x to y d x, y s ‘ if there is no such
. Ž .  Ž . <path . The diameter of G is diam G s sup d x, y x and y are distinct
4 Ž .vertices of G . The girth of G, denoted by g G , is defined as the length of
Ž Ž . .the shortest cycle in G g G s ‘ if G contains no cycles . Note that if G
Ž . Ž . w xcontains a cycle, then g G F 2 diam G q 1 5, Proposition 1.3.2 . We
next show that the zero-divisor graphs are all connected and have exceed-
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Ž . Ž .ingly small F 3 diameter and girth. Thus, for distinct x, y g Z R *,
Ž .  4either xy s 0, xz s zy s 0 for some z g Z R * y x, y , or xz s z z s1 1 2
Ž .  4z y s 0 for some distinct z , z g Z R * y x, y .2 1 2
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a commutati¤e ring. Then G R is connected and
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..diam G R F 3. Moreo¤er, if G R contains a cycle, then g G R F 7.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let x, y g Z R * be distinct. If xy s 0, then d x, y s 1. So
suppose that xy is nonzero. If x 2 s y2 s 0, then x y xy y y is a path of
Ž . 2 2length 2; thus d x, y s 2. If x s 0 and y / 0, then there is a b g
Ž .  4Z R * y x, y with by s 0. If bx s 0, then x y b y y is a path of length
2. If bx / 0, then x y bx y y is a path of length 2. In either case,
Ž . 2 2d x, y s 2. A similar argument holds if y s 0 and x / 0. Thus we may
2 2 Ž .assume that xy, x , and y are all nonzero. Hence there are a, b g Z R *
 4y x, y with ax s by s 0. If a s b, then x y a y y is a path of length 2.
Thus we may assume that a / b. If ab s 0, then x y a y b y y is a path
Ž .of length 3, and hence d x, y F 3. If ab / 0, then x y ab y y is a path of
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..length 2; thus d x, y s 2. Hence d x, y F 3, and thus diam G R F 3.
The ``moreover'' statement follows from the comments preceding the
theorem.
Ž . Ž Ž ..Example 2.1 a gives several rings R with diam G R s 0, 1, or 2. In
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R s Z = Z , the path 0, 1 y 1, 0 y 0, 2 y 1, 2 shows that2 4
Ž Ž ..diam G R s 3. We next show that when R is Artinian, we can improve
Ž Ž ..the ``moreover'' statement of Theorem 2.3 to g G R F 4. Example 2.1
Ž Ž ..gives several rings R with g G R s 3, 4, or ‘. We know of no commuta-
Ž Ž ..tive ring R with 5 F g G R - ‘, and we conjecture that none exist.
ŽTHEOREM 2.4. Let R be a commutati¤e Artinian ring in particular, R
. Ž . Ž Ž ..could be a finite commutati¤e ring . If G R contains a cycle, then gr G R
F 4.
Ž . w xProof. Suppose that G R contains a cycle. By 2, Theorem 8.7 , R is a
finite direct product of Artinian local rings. First, suppose that R is local
Ž . wwith nonzero maximal ideal M. Then M s ann x for some x g M* 9,
x  4Theorem 82 . If there are distinct y, z g M* y x with yz s 0, then
Ž .y y x y z y y is a triangle. Otherwise, G R contains no cycles, a contra-
Ž Ž ..diction. In this case, gr G R s 3. Next, suppose that R s R = R . If1 2
< < < <  4both R G 3 and R G 3, then we may choose a g R y 0, 1 . Then1 2 i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 0 y 0, 1 y a , 0 y 0, a y 1, 0 is a square. So in this case,1 2
Ž Ž .. < Ž . <gr G R F 4. Thus we may assume that R s Z . If Z R F 2, then1 2 2
Ž . < Ž . <G R contains no cycles, a contradiction. Hence we must have Z R G 3.2
Ž . Ž .Since G R is connected, there are distinct x, y g Z R * with xy s 0.2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus 0, x y 1, 0 y 0, y y 0, x is a triangle. Hence in this case,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..gr G R s 3. Thus in all cases, gr G R F 4.
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The proof of the above theorem shows that a finite commutative ring R
Ž Ž ..has gr G R s 4 if and only if either R ( F = K for finite fields F and K
< < < < Ž Ž ..with F , K G 3 cf. Example 2.1 d , or R ( F = A for F a finite field
< < < Ž . < Žwith F G 3 and A a finite ring with Z A s 2 so either A ( Z or4
w x Ž 2 .. Ž Ž ..Z X r X . Also, one may easily show that gr G R s ‘ if and only if2
< Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .either G R F 2, G R s 3 and G R is not complete, or R ( Z = A2
< Ž . < Ž .for A a finite field or a finite ring with Z A s 2 cf. Theorem 2.13 .
 4For each integer n G 1, let G be the graph with vertex set x , . . . , xn 1 n
Ž . Ž .and x y x , x y x , . . . , x y x as its only edges. By parts a and b1 2 2 3 ny1 n
of Example 2.1 and Theorem 2.3, the ``line graph'' G can be realized asn
Ž .G R if and only if n F 3.
Ž .We next determine when G R has a vertex adjacent to every other
Ž Ž . .vertex i.e., when G R has a spanning tree which is a star graph . Special
Ž .cases of this are when either G R is a complete graph or a star graph.
This is the key concept in characterizing these graphs.
THEOREM 2.5. Let R be a commutati¤e ring. Then there is a ¤ertex of
Ž .G R which is adjacent to e¤ery other ¤ertex if and only if either R ( Z = A,2
Ž . Žwhere A is an integral domain, or Z R is an annihilator ideal and hence is
.prime .
Ž . Ž .Proof. « Suppose that Z R is not an annihilator ideal and 0 / a
Ž . Ž .g Z R is adjacent to every other vertex. Now a f ann a s I, for other-
Ž .wise Z R s I would be an annihilator ideal. Thus I is maximal among
w x 2annihilator ideals, and hence is prime 9, Theorem 6 . If a / a, then
a3 s a2a s 0, and hence a g I, a contradiction. Thus a2 s a; so R s Ra
Ž . Ž .[ R 1 y a . Hence we may assume that R s R = R with 1, 0 adjacent1 2
Ž .to every other vertex. For any 1 / c g R , c, 0 is a zero-divisor, so1
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .c, 0 s c, 0 1, 0 s 0, 0 , a contradiction unless c s 0. Hence, R ( Z .1 2
Ž .If R is not an integral domain, then there is a nonzero b g Z R . Then2 2
Ž . Ž .1, b is a zero-divisor of R which is not adjacent to 1, 0 , a contradiction.
Ž .Thus R must be an integral domain. Note that if Z R is an annihilator2
ideal, then it is certainly maximal among annihilator ideals, and hence is
prime.
Ž . Ž .¥ If R ( Z = A for A an integral domain, then 1, 0 is adjacent to2
Ž . Ž .every other vertex. If Z R s ann x for some nonzero x g R, then x is
adjacent to every other vertex.
Ž .Example 2.1 a shows that both cases in Theorem 2.5 may occur for the
Ž .same graph. However, if R is reduced and G R has a vertex adjacent to
every other vertex, then R must have the form Z = A for A an integral2
domain.
Ž .Note that the proof of Theorem 2.5 shows that if a vertex x of G R is
 4adjacent to every other vertex, then either x is idempotent with Rx s 0, x
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Ž . Ž . Ž .a prime ideal of R, or Z R s ann x . In fact, if Z R is an annihilator
Ž Ž ..ideal, then ann Z R * is precisely the set of vertices which are adjacent to
Ž .every other vertex. Suppose that R is quasilocal with nonzero maximal
k Ž .ideal M. If there is a least positive integer k with M s 0, then Z R s
Ž . ky1 Ž < <M s ann x for any nonzero x g M so if RrM G 3, then there at
.least two vertices adjacent to every other vertex . However, easy examples
Ž . ky1show that we need not have ann M s M .
Ž . w x Ž .Since Z R is always a union of prime ideals 9, p. 3 , Z R is a prime
Ž . Ž .ideal if and only if it is an ideal. If R is also Noetherian, then Z R is an
Ž . w xannihilator ideal if and only if it is an prime ideal 9, Theorems 6 and 82 .
 4 Ž . Ž .Recall that 0 is a primary ideal of R if and only if Z R s nil R . If
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dim R s 0, then Z R s nil R if and only if Z R is a prime ideal of R;
if R is finite, this is equivalent to R being local.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring. Then there is a
Ž .¤ertex of G R which is adjacent to e¤ery other ¤ertex if and only if either
Ž . Ž .R ( Z = A, where A is an Noetherian integral domain, or Z R is an2
Ž .prime ideal of R. If in addition, dim R s 0, then either R ( Z = A, where2
 4 Ž Ž . Ž ..A is a field, or 0 is a primary ideal of R i.e., Z R s nil R .
 4The Noetherian hypothesis is needed in Corollary 2.6. Let X be anb
w 4x Ž 24.infinite family of indeterminates. Then R s Z X r X is a non-2 b b
Ž .Noetherian zero-dimensional quasilocal ring with maximal ideal Z R s
Ž . Ž 4. Ž 24. Ž .nil R s X r X , but Z R is not an annihilator ideal.b b
We next specialize to the case when R is finite.
COROLLARY 2.7. Let R be a finite commutati¤e ring. Then there is a
Ž .¤ertex of G R which is adjacent to e¤ery other ¤ertex if and only if either
R ( Z = F, where F is a finite field, or R is local. Moreo¤er, for some prime2
< Ž . < < < n < Ž . < np and integer n G 1, G R s F s p if R ( Z = F, and G R s p y 12
if R is local.
Ž . ŽWe next determine when G R is a complete graph i.e., any two vertices
. Ž .are adjacent . By definition, G R is complete if and only if xy s 0 for all
Ž .distinct x, y g Z R . Except for the case when R ( Z = Z , our next2 2
2 Ž . Ž .theorem shows that we must also have x s 0 for all x g Z R when G R
is complete. So, except for that one case, nilpotent elements are detected
by complete graphs. We denote the complete graph on n vertices by K n.
Ž .THEOREM 2.8. Let R be a commutati¤e ring. Then G R is complete if
Ž .and only if either R ( Z = Z or xy s 0 for all x, y g Z R .2 2
Ž .Proof. ¥ By definition.
Ž . Ž . Ž .« Suppose that G R is complete, but there is an x g Z R with
2 2 3 2 2Ž 2 .x / 0. We show that x s x. If not, then x s x x s 0. Hence x x q x
2 2 Ž . 2 2s 0 with x / 0, so x q x g Z R . If x q x s x, then x s 0, a contra-
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2 2 2 3 Ž 2 . Ž .diction. Thus x q x / x, so x s x q x s x x q x s 0 since G R is
complete, again a contradiction. Hence x 2 s x. As in the proof of Theo-
rem 2.5, we have R ( Z = A, and necessarily A ( Z .2 2
Ž .COROLLARY 2.9. Let R be a commutati¤e ring. For x, y g Z R , define
x ; y if xy s 0 or x s y, and define x ;* y if xy s 0.
Ž . Ž .a The relation ; is transiti¤e equi¤alently, an equi¤alence relation
Ž .if and only if G R is complete.
Ž . Ž .b The relation ;* is transiti¤e equi¤alently, an equi¤alence relation
Ž .if and only if G R is complete and R \ Z = Z .2 2
Proof. Both parts follow directly from Theorems 2.3 and 2.8.
Suppose that R is a finite commutative ring and not isomorphic to
Ž .Z = Z . By Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 2.8, G R is complete if and only2 2
if R is local with maximal ideal M and M 2 s 0. However, this does not
Ž .2hold if R is not finite. For example, if Z R s 0, then by McCoy's
2Ž w x. Ž w x. Ž w x  4.Theorem, also Z R X s 0. Hence G Z X s 2Z X y 0 is an4 4
w x Ž .infinite complete graph, but Z X is not local. Suppose that G R is4
Ž .complete and R \ Z = Z ; then by Theorem 2.8, Z R is an ideal of R2 2
Ž .2 Ž . Ž .with Z R s 0. Hence Z R s nil R is a prime ideal of R.
Ž .THEOREM 2.10. Let R be a finite commutati¤e ring. If G R is complete,
2 < Ž . <then either R ( Z = Z or R is local with char R s p or p , and G R s2 2
pn y 1, where p is prime and n G 1.
Ž .Proof. For a field F, the graph G Z = F is not complete unless2
F s Z . So assume that R \ Z = Z . By Corollary 2.7, R must be local2 2 2
with maximal ideal M. Hence char R s pm for some prime p and integer
m G 1. If m G 3, then R would have nonadjacent zero-divisors, a contra-
2 < Ž . < ndiction. Hence char R s p or p . Since M is a p-group, G R s p y 1
for some prime p and integer n G 1.
We next show conversely that for each prime p and integer n G 1, there
Ž . < Ž . < n mis a ring R such that G R is complete and G R s p y 1. Thus K
Ž . nmay be realized as G R if and only if m s p y 1 for some prime p and
integer n G 1. Example 2.11 also shows that any graph G is a subgraph of
Ž . Ž .a zero-divisor graph G R for some quasilocal commutative ring R.
Ž .  4EXAMPLE 2.11. a Let p be prime, X s X a family of indeter-a a g B
w x Ž < 4.minates, A s Z X , and I s X X a , b g B . Then R s ArI is ap a b
Ž . 2zero-dimensional quasilocal ring with maximal ideal M s X rI and M
Ž . < Ž . < n < <s 0. Thus G R is complete. Moreover, G R s p y 1 if B s n and
< Ž . < < <G R s B if B is infinite. Also, for any field F, the zero-dimensional
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w x Ž 2 . < Ž . <local ring S s F X r X has a complete zero-divisor graph with G S
< <s F y 1.
Ž . Ž .2b Let p be prime and R s Z . Then G R is complete withp
< Ž . < w x Ž 2 .2G R s p y 1. Note that Z and Z X r X are not isomorphic asp p
rings, but have the same zero-divisor graph, namely, K py1. In particular,
w x Ž 2 .none of Z = Z , Z , and Z X r X are isomorphic as rings, but all2 2 9 3
have the same complete zero-divisor graph K 2.
Ž .We next consider when G R has exactly one vertex which is adjacent to
every other vertex.
Ž .LEMMA 2.12. Let R be a finite commutati¤e ring. If G R has exactly one
¤ertex adjacent to e¤ery other ¤ertex and no other adjacent ¤ertices, then either
< <R ( Z = F, where F is a finite field with F G 3, or R is local with maximal2
3 < 2 < < Ž . <ideal M satisfying RrM ( Z , M s 0, and M F 2. Thus G R is either2
pn or 2 n y 1 for some prime p and integer n G 1.
Proof. If R \ Z = F, then R is local with maximal ideal M by2
Ž .Corollary 2.7. Thus M s ann x for a unique x g M. Let k be the least
k Ž .positive integer with M s 0. Then M s ann y for any nonzero y g
ky1 ky1  4 < ky1 k <M . Hence M s 0, x , and thus M rM s 2 yields RrM ( Z .2
< ky2 < ky2 ky1If k G 4, then M G 4. Hence for any distinct a, b g M y M ,
ab g M 2 ky4 ; M k. Thus ab s 0, a contradiction. Hence M 3 s 0, and thus
2 2< < Ž .M F 2. Note that we may have M s 0.
Ž . Ž .In Example 2.1 d , we observed that G Z = F is a star graph of order2
< <F when F is a finite field. We next use the previous lemma to show that,
Ž Ž ..except for zero-divisor graphs of small order see Example 2.1 a , this is
Ž .the only way a star graph arises as G R .
< Ž . <THEOREM 2.13. Let R be a finite commutati¤e ring with G R G 4. Then
Ž .G R is a star graph if and only if R ( Z = F, where F is a finite field. In2
Ž . < Ž . < nparticular, if G R is a star graph, then G R s p for some prime p and
n Ž .integer n G 0. Con¤ersely, each star graph of order p can be realized as G R .
Ž .Proof. Suppose that G R is a star graph and R \ Z = F. By Corol-2
Ž .lary 2.7 and Lemma 2.12, we may assume that R, M is local with
< < k Ž < Ž . < .M s 2 for some k G 3 since M is a 2-group and G R G 4 and
< 2 < Ž .  4M s 2. Let M s ann x and choose distinct a, b, c, d g M* y x . Then
2  4ab s ac s ad s x since M s 0, x and there are no other zero-divisor
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4 Žrelations. Hence a b y c s a b y d s 0. Note that ann a s 0, x a f
Ž . Ž . .ann a since ann a has even order and thus b y c s b y d s x. Hence
c s d, a contradiction. The ``in particular'' statement is clear and the
``conversely'' statement follows from the remarks preceding the theorem.
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w x Ž nq1.EXAMPLE 2.14. For each integer n G 1, let R s Z X r X sn 2
w x nZ x , a finite local ring. Then x is the only vertex adjacent to every other2
Ž .vertex. However, for n G 3, G R is not a star graph since the verticesn
ny1 n ny1 < Ž . < nx q x and x are also adjacent. Note that G R s 2 y 1.n
Ž .3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF G R
Ž Ž ..In this section, we study Aut G R , the group of graph automorphisms
Ž .of G R . We first show that distinct ring automorphisms of R induce
Ž .distinct graph automorphisms of G R when R is a finite ring which is not
Ž Ž ..a field, and then we determine Aut G R for several specific classes of
Ž Ž ..finite rings. In particular, we compute Aut G Z .n
Recall that a graph automorphism f of a graph G is a bijection f : G “ G
Ž .which preserves adjacency. The set Aut G of all graph automorphisms of
< <G forms a group under the usual composition of functions. If G s n, then
Ž .in the obvious way Aut G is isomorphic to a subgroup of S , and clearlyn
Ž n. Ž .Aut K ( S . In fact, for a graph G of order n, Aut G ( S if and only ifn n
G s K n.
In the obvious way, each ring automorphism of R induces a graph
Ž .automorphism of G R ; we thus have a natural group homomorphism
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .w : Aut R “ Aut G R given by just restricting each f g Aut R to
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Z R *. In general, Aut G R is much larger than Aut R ; for example,
Ž .each Aut Z is trivial. We first show that if R is a finite ring which is notn
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .a field, then w : Aut R “ Aut G R is injective, i.e., an f g Aut R is
Ž .completely determined by its action on Z R .
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a finite commutati¤e ring which is not a field and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .let f g Aut R . If f x s x for all x g Z R , then f s 1 . Thus w : Aut RR
Ž Ž ..“ Aut G R is a monomorphism.
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Proof. First suppose that R has distinct maximal ideals M and N.
Ž .Then M, N ; Z R . Since R s M q N, we must have f s 1 . Thus weR
Ž Ž ..may assume that R is local with nonzero maximal ideal M s Z R . Let
n < < mchar R s p and RrM s p for some prime p and integers n, m G 1.
Ž . Ž .We show that f u s u for each u g U R . Observe that for any m g M,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .um s f um s f u m, and hence f u y u m s 0. Thus f u s u q x for
Ž . < <some x g M note that x may depend on u with xM s 0. Since RrM s
pm, we have u p
my1 s 1 q y for some y g M, and hence f fixes u p my1 .
p my1 Ž p my1 . Ž . p my1 Ž . p my1 p my1 Ž mThus u s f u s f u s u q x s u q p y
.Ž p my2 . Ž m .Ž p my2 . m1 u x since xM s 0, and hence p y 1 u x s 0. Since p y 1
p my2 Ž . Ž .and u are units in R, we have x s 0. Thus f u s u for all u g U R ,
and hence f s 1 .R
Ž Ž .. Ž .We next show that Aut G Z is a finite direct product of symmetricn
Ž .groups, and thus G Z is highly symmetrical. The proof of this result givesn
Ž Ž .the explicit construction of Aut G Z ; specific examples are given in partsn
Ž . Ž .c and d of Example 3.4.
Ž . < <For any graph G, the degree of a vertex x of G is d x s y g G y is
4 < Ž .adjacent to x . For a vertex x of a zero-divisor graph G R , we have
Ž . < Ž .  4 <d x s ann x y 0, x .
Ž .We now specialize to G Z and establish some notation. Let n G 4 be an
 < < 4nonprime integer, and let X s d g Z 1 - d - n and d n . For each
 < Ž . 4 Ž Ž .d g X, let V s x g Z 1 - x - n and gcd x, n s d s U Z d ;d n n
Ž . . < < Ž .Ž Ž . .Z Z * and n s V . Note that G Z s Z Z * is the disjoint union ofn d d n n
Ž . Ž .the V 's and that for each x g V , the subgroup ann x s ann d hasd d
Žorder d in Z i.e., for any x, y g V and a g Z , ax s 0 if and only ifn d n
. Ž . Ž . Ž .ay s 0 . In particular, d x s d d for all x g V . Clearly, d d s d y 1 ifd
2 2Ž Ž . . Ž . < Ž Ž .n ƒ d i.e., d f ann d in Z , and d d s d y 2 if n d i.e., d g ann dn
. Ž . Ž .in Z . The key fact is that for d, e g X, we have d d s d e if and only ifn
Ž .d s e, and thus two vertices of G Z have the same degree if and only ifn
Ž . Ž .they are in the same V . For suppose d d s d e for some d, e g X withd
d - e. Then necessarily d y 1 s e y 2, and hence e s d q 1. But then
<Ž .2 Ž . < Ž < Ž . < Ž . .n d q 1 and d d q 1 n since d n, d q 1 n, and gcd d, d q 1 s 1
<Ž .yield that d d q 1 , a contradiction.
Ž Ž ..THEOREM 3.2. Let n G 4 be a nonprime integer. Then Aut G Z is an
Ž . Ž Ž ..finite direct product of symmetric groups. Specifically, Aut G Z (n
Ž < 4  < < 4 < <P S d g X , where X s d g Z 1 - d - n and d n and n s x g Z 1n dd
Ž . 4 < Ž < <.- x - n and gcd x, n s d s V .d
Ž .Proof. Use the same notation as above. Since two vertices of G Zn
have the same degree if and only if they are in the same V and graphd
Ž .automorphisms preserve degree, we have f V s V for each f gd d
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..  < 4 Ž .Aut G Z and d g X. Define w : Aut G Z “ P S d g X by w f sn n n d
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Ž < . <f , with f viewed in the natural way as an element of S . By theV V nd d d
above comments, w is a well-defined group monomorphism. To show that
w is surjective, it suffices to show that for each fixed d g X and permuta-
Ž Ž .. < <tion a of V , there is an f g Aut G Z with f s a and f s 1V Vd n Vd d9 d9
for all d9 / d in X. This follows since for any x, y g V and a g Z ,d n
ax s 0 if and only if ay s 0.
Ž .It is well known that any finite group G may be realized as Aut G for
some graph G. It would be interesting to know exactly which groups may
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..be realized as Aut G R or Aut G Z . The next corollary gives a partialn
Ž Ž ..answer for Aut G Z .n
COROLLARY 3.3. Let n G 4 be a nonprime integer. Then
Ž . Ž Ž ..a Aut G Z is tri¤ial if and only if n s 4.n
Ž . Ž Ž ..b Aut G Z is abelian if and only if n s 4, 6, 8, 9, or 12.n
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..In particular, Aut G Z ( Z when n s 6, 8, or 9, and Aut G Z ( Zn 2 12 2
= Z = Z .2 2
Ž Ž ..Proof. The computations of Aut G Z for n s 4, 6, 8, and 9 follown
Ž .easily from Theorem 3.2 or Example 2.1; for n s 12, see Example 3.4 c .
Ž Ž ..We show that Aut G Z is nonabelian for all other nonprime integersn
< <n G 4. It is sufficient to show that in each case, some V G 3, and henced
Ž Ž ..Aut G Z has a direct factor of S for some m G 3.n m
r r 4If n s 2 with r G 4, then 2, 6, 10 ; V . If n s 3 with r G 3, then2
r 4  43, 6, 15 ; V . If n s p with p G 5 prime, then p, 2 p, 3 p ; V . Let3 p
n s pr1 ??? prk be its prime factorization. If p G 3 and k G 2, then1 k 1
 4p , 2 p , 4 p ; V . Thus we may assume that p s 2 with r s r G 1 and1 1 1 p 1 11r r rq1 rq2 4 rk G 2. If n ) 2 ? 3, then 2 , 2 , 2 ; V . Hence we may assume that2
r  4 Ž Ž ..n s 2 ? 3. If r G 3, then 2, 10, 14 ; V . Thus Aut G Z is abelian only2 n
if n s 4, 8, 9, 6, or 12.
Ž Ž ..We conclude the paper with some specific examples of Aut G R .
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 3.4. a In Example 2.1 a , we saw that the zero-divisor
w x Ž 2 .graphs of F X r X and Z = Z are a triangle and a square, respec-4 3 3
Ž Ž w x Ž 2 ... Ž Ž .. Žtively. Thus Aut G F X r X ( S and Aut G Z = Z ( A (4 3 3 3 4
.S wrS , where wr denotes the wreath product .2 2
Ž .b Let F and K be finite fields with distinct orders m and n,
Ž . Ž .respectively. As in Example 2.1 d , G F = K is the complete bipartite
my 1, ny1 Ž Ž .. Žgraph K . Hence Aut G F = K ( S = S has order m ymy 1 ny1
. Ž . Ž . my 1, my11 ! n y 1 !. Also, G F = F is the complete bipartite graph K . It
Ž my 1, my1. ŽŽmay be shown that Aut K ( S wrS , which has order 2 m ymy 1 2
. .21 ! .
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Ž . Ž Ž ..c We illustrate the proof of Theorem 3.2 by computing Aut G Z .12
 4  4  4  4We have X s 2, 3, 4, 6 , and thus V s 2, 10 , V s 3, 9 , V s 4, 8 , and2 3 4
 4 Ž Ž ..V s 6 . Hence Aut G Z ( S = S = S = S ( Z = Z = Z . This6 12 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
is also evident from the obvious symmetries of the zero-divisor graph of
Z below.12
Ž . Ž .d For a more complicated example, let R s Z ( Z = Z1225 25 49
< Ž . <  4with G R s 384. Then X s 5, 7, 25, 35, 49, 175, 245 , and one may calcu-
< < < < < < < < < < < <late that V s 168, V s 120, V s 42, V s 24, V s 20, V s 6,5 7 25 35 49 175
< < Ž Ž ..and V s 4. Thus Aut G R ( S = S = S = S = S = S = S245 168 120 42 24 20 6 4
has order 168!? 120!? 42!? 24!? 6!? 4!, which is approximately 6.192877 =
10598.
Note added in proof. In the paper, ``Cycles of zero-divisors,'' S. B. Mulay has shown,
among other things, that Theorem 2.4 does indeed hold for any commutative ring.
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